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Abstract

Depression is a heterogeneous disease with many different subtypes. Patients with the anxious depression—a common

subtype of major depression—are at an increased risk for treatment-resistance to standard antidepressants, with resultant

increases in morbidity. However, the underlying pathophysiology of anxious depression remains unknown. Without such

knowledge, the development of targeted treatments towards this specific depression subtype will likely remain elusive. One

method by which research into the neurobiology of anxious depression may prove fruitful is with the research domain

criteria (RDoC). RDoC provides a framework for investigation into the underlying pathophysiology of mental illness. By

studying disorders in terms of RDoC constructs—such as the sustained threat construct of the negative valence system—

new insights may be gained into neurobiological mechanisms of disease. These mechanisms may be useful for the develop-

ment of novel antidepressants that are based on specific brain targets. Specifically, we review the impact that sustained

threat—or chronic stress—has on the eventual development of depression (especially anxious depression) through patho-

logical changes to molecules, cells, neurocircuitry, physiology, and behavior.
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Introduction

Psychiatric providers recognize anxious depression as a
subtype of major depressive disorder. Yet, the scientific
study of anxious depression is complex—in part, due to
difficulty with its definition. Though the definition of anx-
ious depression varies throughout the literature, it is often
characterized as either (a) the combination of major
depressive disorder plus an anxiety disorder (as defined
by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM)),1,2 or (b) major depressive disorder
plus symptoms of anxiety, as measured by symptom
rating scales.3 These definitions certainly provide a
common language for clinicians to use for the care of
patients; for example, a patient with major depressive
disorder and anxiety symptoms will be less likely to
respond to currently approved antidepressant medica-
tions compared to depressed patients without anxiety.4

However, the purely descriptive definitions tend to
‘‘box’’ patients into categories that can be misleading.

Alternatively, the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale
Anxiety Somatization Factor Score is useful for dividing
patients into anxious and nonanxious depression, in that

those with a score of 7 or greater meet criteria for ‘‘anxious
depression.’’ But what does this mean for patients with a
score of 6? Clearly, they endorse anxiety symptoms on this
scale, but do not officially meet criteria for ‘‘anxious depres-
sion.’’ Furthermore, our current definitions do not take into
account theneurobiological signatures that help characterize
patientswithbothanxiety anddepression.For these reasons,
it is time to rethink our definitions of anxious depression.

One potential solution is to consider a paradigm shift
for the study of mental illness. The research domain cri-
teria (RDoC) set forth by the National Institute of
Mental Health5 may provide such an avenue. Anxious
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depression, in particular, may stand to benefit from util-
ization of the proposed RDoC, as they provide a novel
way of characterizing psychiatric disorders for research
purposes. Instead of defining mental illness by lists of
subjective symptoms, RDoC aims to incorporate patho-
physiological mechanisms to explain mental illness across
a wide range of traditional DSM disorders. For example,
instead of defining anxious depression symptomatically
as depressed mood with symptoms of anxiety (e.g.,
worry, somatic symptoms, and psychomotor agitation),
RDoC requires defining anxious depression based on
aberrant neural circuitry, physiologic biomarkers, and
genetic signatures, in combination with patient reports
and behaviors. Through this, RDoC may offer a more
precise way of studying anxious depression, by describing
illness based on neurobiological mechanisms rather than
purely clinical characterizations. This would enable the
elucidation of the pathophysiology of anxious depression,
which could offer improved diagnostics and prognostics
for our patients, as well as open a world of discovery
towards novel, targeted therapeutics. Given that cur-
rently approved medications are not effectively targeting
patients with anxious depression to the same extent as
those with nonanxious depression,4 it is clear that a
change in our research methods is necessary.

An RDoC-based hypothesis would consider that the
development of anxious depression may arise, at least in
part, from changes in the body that occur during chronic

stress. Chronic stress is represented in the RDoC matrix as
the ‘‘sustained threat’’ construct,within thenegative valence
domain. As defined byRDoC, chronic stress is an ‘‘aversive
emotional state caused by prolonged (i.e., weeks tomonths)
exposure to internal and/or external condition(s), state(s), or
stimuli that are adaptive to escape or avoid. The exposure
may be actual or anticipated; the changes in affect, cogni-
tion, physiology, and behavior caused by sustained threat
persist in the absence of the threat, and can be differentiated
from those changes evoked by acute threat.’’6 By definition,
stress is a disruption in equilibrium.

Though this disturbance in equilibrium may be acutely
important for survival—for example, the ‘‘fight or flight’’
response to danger—chronic stress may contribute to psy-
chopathology. The effects of the molecular mechanisms
involved in the human response to stress can impact
human behavior and biology in a number of contexts—
from molecular mechanisms to neurocircuitry—with
resultant depression, anxiety, and anxious depression, in
some people. Within this context, we will provide an over-
view on chronic stress as it applies to anxious depression.
We startwithbehavior—themost clinical of allRDoCunits
of analyses. Then, we review physiology, circuits, mol-
ecules, and cells, with application of their strengths in char-
acterizing the role of chronic stress in anxious depression.
Finally, we will end with a discussion of limitations, future
directions, and implications for studying the role of chronic
stress in anxious depression (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Chronic stress and anxious depression. Chronic stress may lead to anxious depression through a number of mechanisms. Here,

we present levels from the Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) framework as they may relate to the development of anxious depression.
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Behavior

Studying the behaviors of patients with anxious depression
(especially compared to those with nonanxious depression
and healthy volunteers) through RDoC modules can pro-
vide key insights into the pathophysiology of disease,
thereby directing human-inspired translational and basic
research investigations. Patients with anxious depression
typically have higher measures on depression rating scales
for symptoms of anxiety; for example, on the Hamilton
Depression Rating Scale Anxiety Somatization Factor
Score, patients with anxious depression have higher scores
on items for psychic and somatic anxiety, somatic and
gastrointestinal symptoms, hypochondriasis, and insight.7

Clinical studies suggest that, compared to depressed
patients without anxiety, patients with anxious depression
have significantly longer depressive episodes, earlier age of
depression onset, more medical comorbidities, are more
likely to endorse and attempt suicide, and are less likely to
respond and remit to currently approved antidepressant
treatments (as previously3,4 reviewed). Interestingly, anhe-
donia appears to play more of a role in depression than
anxiety,8 implying that reward reinforcements are less rele-
vant in the anxious component of anxious depression.

Behavioral study fromapsychophysiological standpoint
mayalso be important forunderstandingunderlying neuro-
biological processes. For example, in order to describe the
reduced reactivity observed in patients with depression,
Rottenberg et al.9 proposed the emotion context insensitiv-
ity hypothesis. In this theory, patients with depression
(regardless of anxiety status) reported reduced reactivity
to passive tasks, such as viewing pictures with positive
and negative emotional stimuli. In contrast to the emotion
context insensitivity hypothesis, another study demon-
strated thatwhen exposed to amore aversive stimulus—i.e.,
threat of shock—patientswith depression had elevated anx-
ious anticipation and startle responses.10 These data sug-
gest that when an aversive stimulus is used (as opposed to
passive tasks like picture viewing), depression is associated
with enhanced defensive reactivity—not emotional
blunting—during harm anticipation. Furthermore, depres-
sion and anxiety may be mutually reinforcing, as depressed
mood can enhance anxiety responses during threat of shock
paradigms.10 Indeed, aversive stimuli (compared to passive
tasks) may be more representative of the types of ‘‘real
world’’ stress that patients are exposed to—thus implicating
a common mechanism for both depression and anxiety in
susceptible individuals.

Physiology

Error-related Negativity

Everyone makes mistakes; for this reason, detection of
and response to errors is essential for the successful

navigation of the world. The magnitude of the neural
networks that responds to errors—known as error-
related negativity (ERN)—can be measured and are gen-
erated by the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC).11 Patients
with certain disorders, such obsessive-compulsive dis-
order—a disease characterized, in part, by the excessive
and sustained threat of making errors—consistently dem-
onstrate enhanced ERN magnitudes (as recently
reviewed12). Furthermore, ERN measurements may
differ in patients with anxiety alone, depression alone,
and anxious depression—representing a potentially
useful physiologic biomarker to distinguish diseases.
For example, Weinberg et al.13 demonstrated differences
in ERN magnitudes between diagnostic groups. They
measured ERN in medication-free female patients with
generalized anxiety disorder (GAD; n¼ 26), anxious
depression (n¼ 23), and healthy volunteers (n¼ 36).
Compared to healthy volunteers, enhanced ERN magni-
tudes were found in the GAD group, but not in the anx-
ious depression group. Similarly, a more recent, larger
study14 measured ERNs in several groups of patients,
including those with GAD (n¼ 57), depression (n¼ 62),
and healthy volunteers (n¼ 56); a subset of patients had
anxious depression (n¼ 27). Only patients with GAD
were characterized by higher ERN measurements com-
pared to healthy controls. Because there were no signifi-
cant differences between patients with depression
(regardless of anxiety status) and healthy volunteers,
the authors concluded that the addition of depression
onto anxiety might eliminate the higher ERN observed
in patients with anxiety only. Though more research is
needed to parse through the diagnostic heterogeneity of
mood and anxiety disorders, data from the ERN litera-
ture underscores the importance of a transdiagnostic
phenotype approach to illness that is not captured when
categorical criteria are used.

Dysregulated Hypothalamic–Pituitary–Adrenal Axis

The hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis is cen-
tral in mediating the human stress response. At times of
stress, corticotrophin-releasing hormone (CRH) is
secreted by the hypothalamus and acts on the anterior
pituitary gland. In turn, this stimulates the release of
adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH), which increases
circulating cortisol from the adrenals. In response to
acute stress, increased cortisol is critical for the mobiliza-
tion of energy resources, such as increased gluconeogen-
esis. During high-stress situations, these resources may be
important for immediate escape and/or problem sol-
ving—skills critical to survival.

Clinically, chronic stress is measured by sustained
exposure to life events. Most notably, early life stressors
may alter future responses to stress that are mediated
through the HPA axis. For example, women with
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trauma early in life (a risk factor for the development of
depression) exhibit the greatest abnormalities in ongoing
HPA-mediated stress response.15 During chronic stress,
adaptation normally occurs to the triggered cortisol
release.16 Elegant negative feedback mechanisms are in
place to regulate HPA axis activity through cortisol bind-
ing to central mineralocorticoid receptors (MRs; primar-
ily localized to the limbic system/hippocampus) with high
affinity and to widely distributed glucocorticoid receptor
(GRs) with lower affinity.17 After the acute stressor, MRs
are activated at the onset of the stressor and are involved
in appraisal. GRs, on the other hand, terminate the acute
stress response and aid in recovery, facilitating the return
to homeostatic balance until called upon for the next
stressor.16

In certain genetically predisposed individuals, there is
evidence to support that exposure to chronic stress leads
to HPA axis dysfunction with resultant depression.18

Indeed, studies of patients with depression reveal hyper-
activity of the HPA axis.19 Specifically, hypercortisolemia
is observed in upwards of 55% of patients with major
depression.20 Furthermore, data from a small study
(n¼ 12)21 suggest that patients with major depression
exhibit an inappropriately increased functional activity
of the MR system due to an imbalance in the MR/GR
ratio that favors MR activation; this, in turn, results in a
pathological activation of the stress response. The
authors go onto suggest that this imbalance may indir-
ectly have a negative effect on central serotonin levels,
thereby leading to depressed mood.21 It is important to
underscore that these data are from a small sample and
are in need of replication. However, the negative impact
of stress on serotonin may be a clue to why medications
that modulate central serotonin signaling—such as select-
ive serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs)—are effective
antidepressant treatments for many patients.

Such ‘‘stress-induced depression’’ may result in anx-
ious depression, due to failed homeostatic regulation of
the HPA axis secondary to chronic stressors. Indeed,
patients with anxious depression demonstrate abnormal
HPA axis functioning, even compared to those with
depression without significant anxiety. For example,
one small study showed that, compared to patients with
nonanxious depression (n¼ 11) and healthy volunteers
(n¼ 27), patients with anxious depression (n¼ 14) had
significantly attenuated ACTH and cortisol responses fol-
lowing exogenous CRH challenge.22 Furthermore, evi-
dence from a dexamethasone challenge—which works
similarly to cortisol through negative feedback to sup-
press the release of ACTH—found that 50% of women
with anxious depression (n¼ 17) exhibited impaired cor-
tisol suppression compared to 37% with anxiety only
(n¼ 9) and 18% with major depression only (n¼ 12).23

After being challenged with the notoriously stressful Trier
Social Stress Test (which is known to activate the HPA

axis), patients with anxious depression (n¼ 18) had sig-
nificantly elevated levels of ACTH and cortisol compared
to those with an anxiety disorder only (n¼ 15), major
depression only (n¼ 15), and health volunteers
(n¼ 48).24 Taken together, these data suggest that dysre-
gulation of the HPA axis—in part, due to chronic
stress—may be an important part of the pathogenesis
of anxious depression. However, we must emphasize
that these data are from small samples and only represent
a minor portion of the literature; for more information,
there are several review articles written on the HPA axis
and its relationship to depressive disorders.25–27

Circuits

Perhaps one of the most important discoveries in psychi-
atric research is the use of neuroimaging to further under-
stand brain structure and function. Structural, functional,
and diffusion tensor magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
positron emission tomography, and magnetoencephalo-
graphy techniques, among others, have allowed research-
ers to objectively identify areas of the brain that are
involved in normal and pathological states—including
depression and anxiety. Assuming that structure affects
function, neuroscientists can begin to map both the
normal circuitry of the human brain, as well as the
changes that occur in psychiatric illness, in order to pin-
point aberrant circuits that may be critical to the propa-
gation of disease. Ultimately, these discoveries may
improve the diagnosis and prognosis of mental illness,
as well as help to guide providers in choosing individua-
lized treatments for their patients based on objective
findings.

Activation of certain areas of the brain is necessary for
a normal response to fear (i.e., amygdala),28 anxiety (i.e.,
bed nucleus of the stria terminalis; BNST; ‘‘extended
amygdala’’),29 and reward/motivation (i.e., nucleus
accumbens).30 However, chronic stress likely plays a
role in the formation of pathologic neurocircuitry, espe-
cially during times of brain development, such as early
childhood. Critically, resultant changes in neuronal net-
works from sustained threats—perhaps through enhance-
ment of connections involved in the production of
depression/anxiety and reduction of circuitry associated
with reward and pleasure—may lead to the experience of
depression, anxiety, or both, as previously reviewed.8,31,32

Insights into the neurocircuitry of anxious depression
(as it related to stress) can be studied though the examin-
ation of the extent to which the brain changes during sus-
tained threats in healthy volunteers. Herrmann et al.33

used fMRI to study healthy volunteers (n¼ 38) presented
with different visual cues to indicate an unpredictable aver-
sive (i.e., human screams) or neutral (i.e., neutral sounds)
sound event. Activations were observed in the amygdala,
ACC, and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (PFC) during the
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onset of the aversive stimuli. However, during the sus-
tained response to the threatening stimuli, activations
were observed in the BNST, insula, dorsolateral PFC,
ACC, cuneus, posterior cingulate cortex, and periaqueduc-
tal grey area. These results support the theory that the
amygdala is primarily involved in the acute response to
threats, whereas the BNST (among other areas) is primar-
ily responsible for response to sustained threats. Indeed,
another study of healthy volunteer responses to acute
and sustained threats found that activations in the brain
evolve from the amygdala to the BNST in acute versus
sustained threats, respectively.34 Because the BNST pro-
vides input to the HPA axis through direct projections to
the hypothalamus,35 underscoring the connection between
systems responsible for stress and anxiety.

Through the examination of neuroimaging studies of
depressed patients, regardless of exposure to sustained
threat, several patterns have emerged (as recently
reviewed36). Specifically, disruptions of the connections
between the medial PFC (mPFC) and orbital PFC
(oPFC)—as well as other related circuits, including con-
nections to limbic structures and regions involved in
reward (e.g., the ventral tegmental area)—have been
implicated in the resultant emotional dysregulation and
anhedonia observed in depression.36,37 Furthermore,
activity in the default mode network (networks in the
brain that are active at ‘‘rest’’ but relatively inactive
during active task performance) appears to be increased
in patients with depression, possibly representative of the
increased introspection observed in depression. Instead of
shifting attention towards rewards and pleasurable
events, the depressed brain may stay focused on internal
negative experiences. A study in depressed elderly
patients with high anxiety (age� 65) demonstrated a dis-
sociative pattern in the default mode network (increased
connectivity in the posterior regions (occipital and par-
ietal association areas) and decreased connectivity in the
anterior regions (rostral ACC, medial prefrontal, and
orbitofrontal cortex)) compared to depressed elderly
with low anxiety.38 Indeed, the decreased ability to con-
trol default mode activity in depression may hinder atten-
tion shifts from introspective to external tasks, thereby
resulting in the impairments observed in depression.36,37

In other words, patients with anxious depression may
exhibit hypervigilant brain networks, even at rest, com-
pared to those with low anxiety.

How does sustained threat, in particular, change neur-
onal connections in a way that may result in anxious
depression? Neurocircuitry changes in vulnerable individ-
uals may help to identify those at risk for the development
of depression and anxiety after exposure to sustained
threats. Towards this end, one experiment prospectively
studied healthy volunteers (n¼ 24) before and after active
military deployment, in order to assess the effects of
chronic war stress towards the development of anxiety.39

Soldiers completed an interactive game that consisted of
risky and rewarding behaviors pre- and post-deployment.
Data from fMRI indicated that in those with increased
symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder after deploy-
ment, greater response to risk was observed in the amyg-
dala pre- and post-deployment; decreased response to
reward (as measured by activation of the nucleus accum-
bens) was observed post-deployment. This study provides
evidence that stress vulnerability may be marked by an
imbalance in neural response to risk and reward after an
exposure to sustained threats.39

A commonality that may help to explain the neurocir-
cuitry changes observed in both anxiety and depression
states may be linked through the effects that chronic
stress has on the structural integrity of neurons. Indeed,
structural changes within the neurons themselves also
occur during times of sustained threats. As reviewed by
Duman et al.,36 reduced volumes in the PFC and hippo-
campus are consistently linked to depression in humans;
rodents exposed to chronic stress exhibit similar pathol-
ogies. It is possible that remodeling of the circuitry
through stress-induced neuronal and synaptic changes
results in dysfunctional circuitry that manifests as psychi-
atric disease.

Molecules/Cells

Neuronal communication is affected by interactions
within the cell (e.g., protein expression), as well as outside
of the cell (e.g., the hormonal milieu and synaptic plasti-
city changes). In the setting of disease, communication
between neurons (and glia34) is altered in some funda-
mental way, speeding up, slowing down, or altogether
stopping the flow of information carried by electrical
and chemical activity; this results in behavioral abnorm-
alities. Physical trauma can cause this through mechanic-
ally disrupting the information flow, as in traumatic brain
injury, where axons are physically distorted. Similarly,
emotional trauma can alter the functionality of neurons
by changing the signaling milieu, forcing neurons to
adapt in kind. Depending on baseline protein expression,
which directly affects neuronal function, this change can
physically alter the neuronal circuitry and activity, and
thereby change brain function and behavior. It is telling
that many of the gene and molecular candidates of inter-
est in the propagation of mental illness—including
depression and anxiety—are important in cell architec-
ture and remodeling, such as GSK3 and brain-derived
neurotrophic factor40–43 or in cell capacity to make
changes in protein expression, such as FKBP5 and
DICER1.44–46

These synaptic architecture and protein expression
changes underlie the flexibility of the brain’s response
to stress. As discussed above, normal physiologic and
psychogenic stressors lead to acute activation of the
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autonomic nervous system and the HPA axis. The sym-
pathetic nervous system very quickly (on the order of
seconds) leads to release of epinephrine and norepineph-
rine from the adrenal medulla. The HPA axis is a slower
(on the order of minutes) route that requires expression
of hypothalamic releasing hormones, such as CRH, to
promote emission of pituitary ACTH to the periphery,
which acts on the adrenal cortex to secrete glucocortic-
oids (corticosterone in rodents and cortisol in humans)
into circulation. The monoamines of sympathetic activa-
tion stimulate the HPA axis, as does serotonin, when
released from a particular subpopulation of brainstem
neurons.47 This facilitates and maintains the physiologic
and behavioral response to stress, but can complicate that
response when stress is a regular, continuous, or unpre-
dictable occurrence. Though it is difficult to correlate the
changes in circulating cortisol with clinical findings,20 in
rodent models of chronic stress, there is a decrease in
synaptic connections between the mPFC and hippocam-
pus with the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothal-
amus, as well as a reduction in GRs,48,49 in response to
prolonged exposure to corticosterone.50 This leads to
reactive changes in the excitability of the HPA axis and
these upstream regulatory regions (mPFC, hippocampus,
and extended amygdala). In contrast, chronic stress also
leads to an increase in synaptic density originating within
the amygdala,51 promoting further excitability of the
HPA axis. These changes may be due to epigenetic modi-
fications or transcriptional alterations that predispose an
affected person to greater reactivity of the HPA axis and
could relate to the anxious or hyperstartle phenotype of
anxious depression.52–54

There is increasing evidence that the changes in neur-
onal circuitry seen in chronic stress, depression, and anx-
iety involve maladaptive communication between
neurons and the immune system.55 In healthy tissues,
resident macrophages monitor homeostasis and support
tissue function.56 Microglia—the brain’s macro-
phages—are particularly suited to support neurons and
play an active role in synaptic plasticity, pruning synapses
during development, and secreting neurotrophic fac-
tors.57 Perceived environmental or internal stress leads
to changes in tissue function and energy metabolism
that are detected by macrophages and microglia both in
the periphery and the brain; these immune cells then ini-
tiate an inflammatory response, including production of
cytokines such as IL-1b, TNFa, and IL-6, recruitment of
additional monocytes from the circulation, and concur-
rent induction of negative regulators including gluco-
corticoids that help return the system to baseline.55 In
parallel to the activation of the HPA discussed above,
limited, acute stress leads to an acute inflammatory
response: cytokines mobilize tissue resources to fight
potential infection, repair tissues, regulate energy metab-
olism, and induce sickness behavior (social isolation,

increased sleep, and decreased mobility).58 However,
chronic stress precipitates chronic inflammation—leading
to a ‘‘primed’’ state, where further inflammation is easily
triggered and normal tissue function is compromised. In
the brain, for example, microglia switch from supplying
neurotrophic factors to proinflammatory cytokines, and
become more phagocytic, inducing neuronal atrophy,
remodeling, and synaptic plasticity in vulnerable areas
such as the hippocampus.55 Thus, chronic inflammation
and chronic stress form a vicious cycle, in which stress
leads to inflammation, which leads to more tissue stress
and further inflammation—ultimately leading to struc-
tural damage that may result in depression.

Through chronic stress and inflammation, the way in
which neurochemicals—including monoamines—are
altered in depression may have impacts on the treatment
of depressed patients. Though patients with anxious
depression do not respond as well to treatment with trad-
itional monoaminergic antidepressants compared to
patients with nonanxious depression, they remain first
line treatment. Monoamines can both facilitate and miti-
gate the HPA axis signal, and for serotonin, this is likely
through different anatomic populations and receptor sys-
tems.47,59 SSRIs and serotonin/norepinephrine reuptake
inhibitors do not have a direct effect on synaptic remodel-
ing in animal studies, but do reverse synaptic architecture
changes in the setting of stress induction models of
depression like behavior.60–62 They also induce neurogen-
esis, though it remains unclear how critical this is for
positive behavior outcomes.63 Given their utility, clin-
icians have recently turned to non-traditional psycho-
active medications, such as the glutamatergic N-methyl-
D-aspartate-receptor antagonist ketamine. Unlike the
response to SSRIs, patients with anxious depression
respond better to ketamine compared to those with non-
anxious depression.64 N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors
play a significant role in synaptic strength and plasticity,
and ketamine has been shown in rodent models to
increase the density of synaptic dendritic spines.65

Intriguingly, it is this activity that is likely responsible
for the antidepressant quality; administration of ketamine
in a chronic unpredictable stress model in rats blocks both
the synaptic and behavior changes seen in the depression-
like model state.66 This holds promise for the translation
of these data into clinical correlates towards the treatment
of patients with anxious depression.

Putting It All Together: A Case for RDoC
Towards the Treatment of Anxious
Depression

As discussed, anxious depression is more resistant to cur-
rent antidepressant treatments compared to nonanxious
depression.4 Even when patients with anxious depression
do respond to antidepressants, they experience more side
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effects and relapse sooner, highlighting the heterogeneity
of depressive illness. Furthermore, all approved medica-
tions for depression likely exert their primary mechanism
through monoaminergic modulation. Though these
mechanisms may be useful for treating certain types of
depression, this highlights the need for antidepressants
with novel mechanisms of action to help those patients
resistant to the current standards—such as those with
anxious depression. Perhaps one way towards these dis-
coveries is through RDoC-inspired investigations.

Part of the problem is that antidepressant discovery is
largely the result of serendipity. Thus far, no antidepres-
sants were created based on targets towards underlying
neurobiological changes that occur in depression.
Furthermore, all currently approved antidepressant
medications are thought to enact their mechanism of
action through monoaminergic (e.g., serotonin, norepin-
ephrine, and dopamine) modulation. This may be diffi-
cult, given the current diagnostic criteria for depression
(as outlined by subjective symptoms in the current stand-
ard psychiatric diagnostic tool, the DSM-51). In this con-
vention, two patients can meet criteria for depression
with two completely different sets of symptoms.
Therefore, it is problematic to consider that both patients
would respond well to the same treatments. Here is how
RDoC may help: through the utilization of neurobio-
logical findings to cut across diagnostic heterogeneity,
we will base psychiatric illness classification on dimen-
sions—ranging from behaviors to genes—rather than
via a subjective grouping of symptoms. This classification
system has the potential to uncover neurobiological dif-
ferences among patients with depression. For example, a
recent report found that childhood abuse (occurring at
�7 years old) predicted poorer outcomes after 8 weeks of
antidepressants in patients with heterogeneously diag-
nosed depression.67 By understanding the underlying
pathophysiology of sustained threats (such as childhood
trauma) that leads to anxious depression with resultant
treatment-resistance, future drug research can be aimed
towards treatment of these most vulnerable groups
(through targeting specific aberrant pathologies—
whether it be neurocircuitry, dysregulated physiology,
genetics, etc.). Ultimately, doctors may someday be able
to choose one treatment over another based on a patient’s
RDoC ‘‘signature’’ (instead of the current standard, in
which treatments are chosen largely based on tolerability
and safety rather than efficacy).

Towards this end, several RDoC-inspired projects on
the neurobiology of anxious depression using psycho-
physiological and neuroimaging experiments are under-
way (ClinicalTrials.gov unique IDs: NCT02669043;
NCT02544607). Ketamine (a glutamatergic modulator
that has rapid (within hours) and robust (across many
symptoms) antidepressant effects) can be utilized to spe-
cifically probe differences in the brains of depressed

patients with and without anxiety pre- and post-ketamine
treatment, because patients with anxious depression
respond better to ketamine than depressed patients
without an anxiety component.64 Through the use of
ketamine as a probe, neurobiological differences that
distinguish anxious and non-anxious groups pre- and
post-ketamine may be useful for disentangling the hetero-
geneity of depression. Therefore, we propose ketamine
as a tool to study brain differences in patients with and
without anxious depression by examining changes pre-
and post-treatment. New research tools—such as
RDoC—may help to cut through barriers to advance-
ments in treatment that would otherwise not be possible
with the standard classification systems.

Discussion

Though we know anxious depression to be a clinically
important phenomenon, the consensus on a common def-
inition (by current classification standards) remains elu-
sive.3 This inconsistency in defining anxious depression is
due, in part, to a lack of objective data. The result is a wide
heterogeneity of studies from which conclusions can be
difficult to draw. In contrast, the RDoC organization pro-
vides a new theory to guide the study of complex mental
illness; instead of relying solely on subjective symptoms,
researchers can use a framework to cut through the het-
erogeneity observed in subjective diagnoses, thereby
uncovering common neurobiological underpinnings of
disease. In this paper, we reviewed the effects of the sus-
tained threat construct on the pathophysiology of anxious
depression—from behaviors to molecules. Through the
utilization of this framework, the elucidation of the neuro-
biology of anxious depression is beginning.

What is anxious depression in terms of the sustained
threat construct of RDoC? Perhaps we should consider
anxious depression as a disease of enhanced defensive
reactivity, based on behavioral findings. Furthermore,
dysregulation in HPA responses are also important fac-
tors to the development of anxiety and depression, and
may be useful to distinguish anxious depression from
other depression subtypes. Literature on changes in neu-
rocircuitry, cells, and molecules that are the result of
chronic stress also provide insights into why anxious
depression occurs. For example, dysregulation in the
reward circuitry related to reward and anhedonia
(that is the result of the effects of chronic stress on
neural structures) may result in depression. Eventually,
patients may be able to have a neurobiological profile of
their disease based on individual results from RDoC con-
structs; this, in turn, may help with the personalization of
the diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of mental illness.

Though RDoC provides a novel framework for shap-
ing the definition of anxious depression, there are a few
limitations. For example, RDoC does not explicitly take
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into consideration feeding behaviors associated with
depression. Depressed patients can experience either
hypo or hyperphagia in relation to their other symptoms.
However, this problem can be circumvented by taking
into consideration the role of feeding behaviors in other
domains of RDoC, namely, reward pathways. Even
though RDoC overlooks certain clinical observations
associated with disease, the pathology can still be dis-
sected through use of the constructs.

As psychiatric neuroscience advances from the subject-
ive to the objective, it is unlikely that one pathway (e.g.,
neurocircuitry changes, alternations in genetic expres-
sions, variations in brain-derived neurotrophic factor
expression, etc.) will fully explain the pathophysiological
processes underlying depression. However, through the
consideration of all aspects of the RDoC framework,
we may begin to parse through the heterogeneity of
depression towards a richer understanding of the pro-
cesses that underlie psychiatric disease. Our field is
already starting to cut through diagnoses in order to
better understand pathology. For example, Smoller
et al.68 discovered common genetic variations at the
same four chromosomal sites in autism, attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder, bipolar disorder, major depres-
sion, and schizophrenia—psychiatric disorders that are
traditionally thought to be distinct from one another.
More recently, clinical, neuroimaging, and blood data
from the recently completed Establishing Moderators
and Biosignatures of Antidepressant Response in
Clinical Care trial are expected to provide moderators
and mediators for antidepressant responses in patients
with depression, regardless of subtype.69 These investiga-
tions exemplify what is necessary to parse through the
current heterogeneity of mental illness, towards a more
complete understanding of both normal and abnormal
neurobiological processes.
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